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How to help our little feathered friend this winter

Welcome to our February Wellbeing Newsletter.
It is great to share your stories in our newsletter.
Thank you, John.
If you have any stories about a hobby you have, or something
you enjoy doing or childhood memories, please do send these
into us. We love to hear from you.
Please don’t forget our free craft competition which we informed
you about in last month’s newsletter. We hope you will get
involved and distract yourself from the winter days. It is open to
everyone and there are some great prizes on offer. Since
lockdown my brother has started to make Meccano models and
he is proud of his achievements.

100 Club
Congratulations to December’s100 Club draw Andrea Mc with
the number 71. Fancy your chance at winning? Contact
sarah.walters@asbestossupport.co.uk or telephone
01246 380415 to find out how to join.

Social media – If you or your family use Social Media
please check out our sites and help us to reach more
people

Facebook
DAST (Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team)
dast - east midlands wide asbestos support

Twitter

If you have any questions about benefits or compensation,
please do not hesitate to contact us on 01246 380415

@DAST24

Also, please remember, if you have any questions about your
health, it is important to contact your GP, respiratory nurse or
lung cancer/mesothelioma nurse specialist. My brother works in
Specialist Cancer Services at Weston Park Hospital in Sheffield
and said this:

Dast_east_midlands

“Hospitals are working to the highest standards of infection
control and aim to deliver treatments on time and to the
same standards as pre-Covid times.”
Glenn Carlin
Warm Wishes
Joanne

Instagram

You can also keep up to date with what we are up
to by visiting our website:
www.asbestossupport.co.uk/
Please like or share our Facebook posts and
re-tweet our messages to help raise awareness

Sudoku Answers

Wordsearch Answer
Did you find the missing instrument?
Yes it was ‘ Violin ‘ You can find it starting with the letter ‘V’ in the
bottom left hand corner and it’s placed vertically and backwards.
Well done if you found it. Please contact DAST if you would like
to recommend other puzzles for this section.

Little Robin Redbreast
Robin Redbreasts are facing a food shortage and need your help.
This report about robins is from the monthly magazine “Country
Living” and was written by Emma-Louise Pritchard. “Robins are
an iconic bird but, to keep winter sightings of them on your bird
tables, regular and in abundance, the native birds need a bit of
extra help from us this year. Experts at Ark Wildlife are reporting
that robins and other UK birds are under threat this winter, due
to a 'perfect storm' of predicted harsh weather, decreasing
hedgerow habitats and a lack of food. It takes a lot of energy for
these small birds to survive the winter, with a robin using up to
10% of its body weight to stay warm through just one cold night.
This makes it vitally important for them to be able to replenish
their energy reserves by feeding and drinking every day.
Otherwise, a cold spell can prove to be fatal.RE
Sadly, food sources are in shorter supply after an estimated 50%
of the UK's hedgerows have been lost since WWII. The People’s
Trust for Endangered Species states that 84% of our farmland
birds rely on hedgerows for food and protection, and for over half
of these a hedge is their primary habitat. So, this is where we
come in and, optimistically, there is plenty we can do to help
robins and other native birds survive the winter. Put out food for
robins daily. Robins prefer to forage and feed off the ground. By
placing a small food tray full of their favourite food close to a
shrub tree or preferred perch, you can encourage them to make
your garden home and spend more time with you day by day.”
Here are a Robin’s favourite foods: Mealworms & calcium worms,
- especially beneficial because they are insectivores, Fatty
foods like suet pellets, Special high protein robin blends,
Meaty kitchen scraps, Mild cheese, Cake & biscuit crumbs,
Dried fruit, Peanuts (shredded or crushed).

Four new words for 2020 - by John Crisp
In 2020 three words which had previously been unknown to most
of us entered our vocabulary; Furlough, Lockdown and
Coronavirus. In my case a fourth word reared its ugly head –
Mesothelioma.
It all started back in December of 2019, ‘though in truth, as we
shall see, it had its roots way back in 1962. But in 2019 I was
struck with some odd ‘flu like symptoms which I reported in to my
GP with. I knew that I had the ‘flu as, not being the kind of person
who gets ‘man flu’ but had experienced the epidemic that hit the
country in the late nineteen sixties, knew this was ‘flu. My Nurse
Practitioner though, disagreed. ‘It’s like ‘flu’, she said, ‘but we’re
not quite sure what it is at the moment’.
She passed me on to the doctor, who said he’d treat it with both
Penicillin tablets and an antibiotic and said for me to make an
appointment to come back and see him in a couple of weeks
(remember those – face-to-face appointments with a GP? –
although I must stress that my particular surgery has been
second to none in their support of me).
When I returned, there had been no improvement and he made
arrangements for me to attend my local(ish) hospital immediately.
I was seen by a specialist who detected a lung infection, with a
small amount of fluid on the left lung. This was further treated
with stronger antibiotics (six weeks-worth!) and seemed to do the
trick.
By now the phrase Covid19 had become familiar to all of us. Had

Donations Always Welcome
Here are some of the ways you can donate to DAST. Thank you
to everyone that has donated in 2020 and before that. Your
generosity has helped to fund the different ways we support our
members.
Five Ways to Donate to DAST
1. You can make an online donation to DAST through the
VirginMoneyGiving website – go to
uk.virginmoneygiving.com and search for Derbyshire
Asbestos Support Team.
2. When making online purchases go through
easyfundraising.org.uk – or if shopping with Amazon go
through Amazon Smile. We have accounts with both of
these websites and you should be able to find us by
searching the charities. These donations come at no extra
cost to yourselves.
3. Post your cheque (payable to DAST) to us at
34 Glumangate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S40 1TX.
4. Save ink cartridges and postage stamps – either bring them
to a future event or post them to us – but please have your
envelope weighed to ensure correct postage.
5. Having a clear out? Then use Vintage Giving to collect your
items and donate the proceeds to DAST.
Go to vintagegiving.com

What You May or May Not Know About February

It is the shortest month of the year.
The Welsh call February "y mis bach" which means "little
month".

It is the third month of winter.
In the Southern Hemisphere February is a summer month the
equivalent of August.

The month is named for the Latin word februum which means
purification.

Together with January, it was the last of the months added to
the Roman calendar.

The largest American sporting event of the year, the Super
Bowl, is held in February.

The Saxon term for the month, Sol-monath, means "cake
month". This is because they offered cakes to the gods during
this month.

February in Other Languages Chinese (Mandarin) - èryuè Danish - februar French - février Italian - febbraio Latin - Februarius
Spanish - febrero

February is the 2nd month of the year and has 28 or 29 days.
The 29th day is every 4 years during leap year.

Season (Northern Hemisphere): Winter
Holidays - Chinese New Year, National Freedom Day,
Groundhog Day, Valentine's Day, President's Day, Mardi Gras,
Ash Wednesday, Black History Month, American Heart Month,
Chocolate Lover's Month, National Bird Feeding Month, National
Dental Month

I had it? Who knows; I doubt I ever will. By this time though, I felt
relatively better, but never really 100%. I soldiered on through the
long hot summer that we were to enjoy in this strangest of years
until, maybe sometime around September, when the first signs
began to appear that all was not quite right. The first sign was
when I mowed our fairly large back lawn – not a huge lawn, but
big enough to warrant a self-propelled petrol mower, which only
required me to walk along behind it controlling its’ direction. I
covered about a third of the lawn and found myself completely
out of breath and unable to carry on without a break. I took a
twenty-minute breather and carried on, only managing another
third or so, before taking another rest. This was completely out of
character for me – I could normally do the job in about forty
minutes or so, including whizzing over the relatively small front
lawn.
It was not long after this that both my wife and I noticed that I’d
lost a bit of weight and my 15 stone frame had slimmed down as
well. Initially this was not unwelcome, but the weight loss
continued at an alarming rate, without my making any effort to
encourage it. So, off to the doctor again. He was equally alarmed
and arranged again for me to attend hospital for a CT scan,
which picked up a thickening of the pleura and the presence of
more fluid. Further appointments were made, initially culminating
in a meeting with the Respiratory Consultant, who asked me
whether I had had any contact with asbestos over the years, to
which I replied in the negative. He interpreted this on his Report
as a denial, but I was pretty sure I hadn’t. Following a meeting
with the Oncologist, the thought of which struck terror into the
hearts of both my wife and myself, he told me, calmly, gently and
kindly that I had an illness called mesothelioma, which was a

deadly form of lung cancer and was almost exclusively brought
about by asbestos exposure, and, was I certain sure that no work
I had ever undertaken did not involve such exposure? Slowly it
dawned on me that indeed, my first job in 1962, as a trainee
engine driver, that of an engine cleaner, meant that I was
continually working around asbestos, which lagged the boilers
and some steam pipes of the soon-to-be-withdrawn steam
engines. Yes, that was indeed it. Such exposure had continued
for some eighteen years, one way or another, as I made my way
up through the ranks to become a diesel train driver, on what, as
it turned out to be, one of the most notorious-for-asbestos
classes of Diesel Multiple Unit ever to run in the British Isles.
Those minute fibres of asbestos dust had lodged themselves
safely away for the future, using my lungs as free
accommodation, just waiting for some catalyst to come along in
the future to set them free. My lung infection had been just the
opportunity that they were waiting for!
The hospital team were kindness itself, giving me tons of advice,
a lot of it issued by MacMillan Cancer Research in the form of
booklets and pamphlets about dietary requirements, where to
seek financial advice, what symptoms to expect and a whole lot
more. One of the bits of advice (in fact from several sources) was
to seek out the services of a good Solicitor. Fortunately, I was still
in contact with some of my ex-railway colleagues, and one of
them suggested that I try a practice that advertised within my
former Trades Union Journal. I made tentative enquiries and was
put in touch with a solicitor from the firm of Thompson Solicitors.
He listened to my case and said it was a similar story to many
cases that he had dealt with previously. We discussed how my

Whenever you feel unable to cope
Whatever the reason don’t sit and mope
Picture yourself and relax a while
Take this journey to bring back your smile.

This poem was written by
Joanne's Mum, Audrey, who
many of you might have met at
past events. Audrey runs a
tinnitus support group, who
have a regular poetry session to
act as a distraction from their
condition. The group has
produced a booklet of poems
called "Distraction" and this
poem is included in that
publication.

If you would like to purchase a copy they cost £2 each. Cheques
should be made payable to Chesterfield Tinnitus Support Group
and posted to:
Chesterfield & North Derbyshire Tinnitus Support Group
34 Glumangate,
Chesterfield,
S40 1TX

Picture Yourself

By Audrey Carlin
Picture yourself as you would like to be
Happy and hopeful and so carefree
Strolling along a beautiful lane
A rainbow above after gentle rain.

former Trades Union may be able to help with financing a case
against my one-time employer, British Rail, and explained how,
based on information that I had given him, my case seemed likely
to result in a successful prosecution for compensation. He also
asked me if I had heard of an organisation called DAST, to which I
replied that I hadn’t; this was not so surprising as the initials stood
for Derbyshire Asbestos Support Team – and I live in Norfolk!
However, he assured me that that was no barrier and an
introduction was made.

Picture yourself in a garden of flowers
A beautiful place to while away the hours
Surrounded by colour so vivid and clear
A moment to treasure and to hold most dear.
Picture yourself watching birds on the wing
Filling the air as they whistle and sing
Watching the bumble bee flitting from flower to flower
A peaceful way to spend an hour.
Picture yourself by a gentle stream
As your mind relaxes, drift and dream
Enjoy the beauty that is all around

What a fantastic organisation DAST turned out to be. I was given
an advisor to discuss any aspect of claiming State Benefits, which
resulted in my gaining basic Attendance Allowance, plus Industrial
Injuries Benefits Payment and a Blue Disabled Badge. No doubt
my experience is similar and familiar to many people reading this
and I’m sure that everyone who has had the help of DAST must
agree that all those wonderful people working within the team are
worth their weight in Gold.
I have now had four sessions of chemotherapy, which my
Oncologist advises have had the desired effect of slowing down
the rate of growth of the cancer and that I can ‘stand down’ from
treatment until around March or April, when he will arrange a
further CT scan to assess what happens next.

The sights and sounds of nature abound.
Picture yourself in the warmth of the evening sun
As you relax and enjoy after your day’s work is done
Reflecting on life’s many happy days

As you focus your mind in a thoughtful gaze.

I give my heartfelt thanks to the Doctors, Nurses and
Administrators at my local surgery in the north Norfolk seaside
town of Sheringham and at the Norfolk and Norwich University
Hospital, and just as much to the wonderful people at DAST who
have given me such amazing support during this doubly difficult
year. Thank You.

World of Roses sells our Reflection Rose and a donation
goes to DAST for each one purchased. You can visit the World of
Roses website at:

www.worldofroses.com
and look in the charity roses list or simply search for ‘The
Reflection Rose’. Or you can contact World of Roses on
01767 310031 . Unfortunately they are unable to take cheques
at this time, but you can pay over the telephone or on-line with
your debit or credit card.

Description:
‘For any time when you want to reflect and celebrate life these
wonderfully delicate white roses are a delight to the eye. These
fabulous blooms are intensely scented and absolutely beautiful.
An all-round perfect floribunda to have as an extra elegant
addition for any garden.’

There has been a growing trend of colouring as a form of
relaxation and you can find a great many ‘grown up’ colouring
books in the shops today. One of the most popular types of
patterns to colour is the mandala. Mandalas are usually circular
geometric patterns. Some people find the drawing and colouring
of a mandala as a form of meditation. As they focus on coloring in
the patterns of the form, they begin to relax and their mind grows
quiet. Colouring mandalas can help you keep your memory in
shape. Remaining focused on a creative endeavor of this sort
may keep your mind sharp.

The focus is on the process and not the final product so art
therapy is not about becoming a great artist but about finding
meaning and connection in your life. All you need for it is a
willingness to experiment.
Mental Health Benefits of Art Therapy Activities

Art therapy can be used as a complement to traditional mental
health treatment. The aim is to manage behaviors, process
feelings, reduce stress and anxiety, and increase self-esteem.

Self-discovery: Creating art can help you acknowledge and
recognize feelings that have been lurking in your subconscious.

Self-esteem: The process will give you a feeling of selfaccomplishment which can be very valuable to improve your self
-appreciation and confidence.

Offer 1 – Bare Root – Single pack – Autumn only
Retail price per pack
£10.99 + postage & packing
·Donation per pack
£2.50
Offer 2 – Bare Root – Triple pack – Autumn only
Retail price per pack
£24.99 + postage & packing
Donation per pack
£7.50
Offer 3 – Potted – Single pack
Retail price per pack
Donation per pack

£14.99 + postage & packing
£2.50

Offer 4 – Potted & Gift Wrapped – Single pack
Retail price per pack
£19.99 + postage & packing
Donation per pack
£2.50

Emotional release: The greatest benefit of art therapy is giving
you a healthy outlet for expressing and letting go all your
feelings and fears. Complex emotions such as sadness or anger
sometimes cannot be expressed with words. When you are
unable to express yourself, but you desire emotional release,
making art may help you to do it.

Stress relief: Fighting anxiety, depression or emotional trauma
can be very stressful for you both mentally and physically.
Creating art can be used to relieve stress and relax your mind
and body.
It’s important to remember that you don’t have to be a talented
artist in order to try art therapy, all you need to do to complete an
art therapy activity successfully is, to be honest with yourself and
your emotions. Creating art also stimulates the release of
dopamine., which basically makes us feel happier.

This variety is suitable for: Mixed Border, Pots & Containers,
Rose Border, Windy or Exposed, Poor Soil
Growing Conditions: Full Sunlight, All Soil Types, North,
East, South & West Facing, Partial Sunlight.
Flower Type: Floribunda
Delivery: Next working day deliveries are subject to orders
being received by 11am the previous working day.
Normal Delivery charges are £5.95.
A donation to DAST with every Reflection Rose purchased, and
as you can see from the photograph, it’s a joy to have in your
garden.

Pledge to go Plastic Free
Plastic pollution has sadly become synonymous with any coastal
activity, from surfing to swimming, beach holidays to wildlife
watching. This is why marine plastic pollution, and specifically
tackling society’s throwaway, excessive or unnecessary plastic
culture, is now a top priority. Plastic pollution is an issue that
connects the environment with all parts of society, and is
something that we can take action on. Positive action is needed
to stop the flood of plastic pollution from overwhelming our world.
This year, could you pledge to reduce plastic pollution and make
at least one swap away from using single-use plastics?
Here are some ideas for your plastic free pledge:

Buy unpackaged fruit and vegetables (from greengrocers such
as in your local market) using your own brought-from-home
bags

Give up plastic bottles, buy a reusable one and refill.
Say no to a to-go cup, buy a reusable one and you may be
rewarded with a discount on your coffee too

Use your own containers to buy cheese, meat, fish & deli items
Say no to a plastic bag, invest in a reusable bag and keep it on
your person at all times

Say no to single-use cutlery. Either take your own stainless
steel, or buy bamboo or other reusable cutlery to use on-the-go

Switch to loofah washing up cloths and wooden scourer
brushes

Purchase some beeswax or vegan food wraps to replace cling
film and foil.

Art Therapy
Art – whether you choose to
create it yourself or observe
and enjoy it – is a relaxing and
inspiring activity for many
people. However, the particular
benefits of artistic expression
go much further than relaxation
Vincent van Gogh
and enjoyment. Studies
The Starry Night
suggest that art therapy can be
very valuable in treating issues such as depression, anxiety, post
-traumatic stress disorder and even some phobias. It is a great
way to express your emotions without words, process complex
feelings and find relief. So lets take a closer look at art therapy
and its mental health benefits.
What Is Art Therapy?
The simplest way to define art therapy is that it is an application
of the visual arts in a therapeutic context. You don’t necessarily
need to see a therapist in order to experience some of the
therapeutic benefits of art, although a professional art therapist
can tailor activities to meet your own personal needs. There are
simple activities you can try from the comfort of your home such
as art journaling, sketching, making collages, sculpting with clay
and so on. It doesn’t matter what media you choose. The only
thing that matters is that you feel comfortable using it.
Expressing yourself through art can be self-revealing and
sometimes equally painful as talking. So, if you still don’t feel
ready to try it, that is okay.

Cards of Kindness
Would you like to send a short message of hope to someone who
has just been diagnosed with an asbestos disease? Do you have
any blank postcards lying about your home unused and unloved?
Why not write a short, supportive message on the back and then
post them to us here at DAST. We will then place your postcard
into a random wellbeing pack being sent out to a patient who has
just joined our mailing list. You will make somebody's day!
Here are some of
the examples of the
‘Cards of Kindness’
that were sent out to
new patients with
the Wellbeing Packs
that they received.
Just write your message with your first
name only, (if you
are happy to do
this), pop it into an
envelope and post
to the DAST office:
‘Cards of Kindness’
DAST
34 Glumangate,
Chesterfield,
Derbyshire. S40 1TX

Give up plastic-wrapped snacks and sweets.
Make your own packed lunches and hot drinks in thermos flasks
instead of buying packaged sandwiches when out and about

Cut down on plastic bottled milk and plastic bottle fruit juices and
have them delivered in glass bottles from a local milk delivery
service

Switch to dishwasher powder or dissolveable tablets
Switch to bamboo toothbrushes or recycle your electric
toothbrush heads

Switch to plastic-free toilet roll, such as Who Gives A Crap
Buy refills on laundry & washing up detergents
Try out shampoo bars and use nice soap instead of shower gels
Switch from tea bags to tea leaves (most tea bags contain
plastic).

Make your own hummus, dips, snacks, biscuits, crackers.
Shop at shops that offer sustainable plastic-free refills of pantry
goods such as pasta, rice, lentils, nuts & seeds, as well as herbs
and spices.

Gardening in February - Brave the cold!
With snow and ice featuring heavily on a daily basis you can be
forgiven for not wanting to go outdoors to get some gardening
done. But if the weather doesn’t bother you or we get a few
warmer and sunny days these are suggestions from Gardeners’
World for your monthly gardening checklists.
Flowers

Cut down deciduous ornamental grasses left standing over
winter, before fresh shoots appear

Divide large
clumps of snowdrops and winter
aconites after
flowering and
replant to start
new colonies

Prune latesummer flowering
clematis, cutting
stems back to
healthy buds about 30cm from the base

Divide congested clumps of herbaceous perennials and grasses
to make vigorous new plants for free

Transplant deciduous shrubs growing in the wrong place, while
they are dormant

Pot up containers with hardy spring bedding, such as
primroses, wallflowers and forget-me-nots

Beetroot Soup with Sourdough Croutons
(BBC Good Food)
Ingredients
2 tbsp olive oil
1 large onion , finely chopped
2 garlic cloves , crushed
1kg fresh beetroot , peeled and
diced (wear rubber gloves to stop your hands turning pink)
1 ½l vegetable stock
½ small loaf sourdough bread , diced into large croutons
Method

 Heat 1 tbsp oil in a large saucepan and add the chopped
onion, frying for 5 mins until slightly softened. Add the garlic,
stirring to combine for 1 min, then toss in the beetroot and
cook for 15 mins.

 Pour in the stock and bring to the boil. Once boiling, reduce
the heat and simmer uncovered for 30 mins or until the
beetroot is tender. Season and cool a little before blending.

 Meanwhile, heat the grill to high and put the sourdough
croutons on a baking sheet drizzled with the remaining 1 tbsp
oil and toast until golden. Whizz the soup until smooth using a
hand blender or a blender.

 If serving the soup chilled, cool completely and chill for a
couple of hrs before serving. If serving hot, warm through in
the pan for 2-3 mins. Serve in bowls or mugs with the croutons

Leek, Bacon and Potato Soup
(BBC Good Food)
Ingredients
25g butter
3 rashers streaky bacon, chopped
1 onion, chopped
400g trimmed leek, sliced and well
washed
3 medium potatoes, peeled and diced
1.4l hot vegetable stock
142ml pot single cream
4 rashers streaky bacon, to serve
Method

 Melt the butter in a large pan, then fry the bacon and onion,
stirring until they start to turn golden.

 Tip in the leeks and potatoes, stir well, then cover and turn
down the heat. Cook gently for 5 mins, shaking the pan every
now and then to make sure that the mixture doesn’t catch.

Prune winter-blooming shrubs such as mahonia, winter jasmine
and heathers, once they've finished flowering

Cut back wisteria side shoots to three buds from the base, to
encourage abundant flowers in spring

Give winter heathers a light trim after flowering, removing shoot
tips but not cutting back into old wood

Prune buddleja and elder to the base to keep these vigorous
shrubs to a reasonable size

Trim back ivy, Virginia creeper and other climbers if they have
outgrown their space, before birds start nesting

Cut away all the old foliage from epimediums with shears,
before the spring flowers start to develop

Sprinkle slow-release fertiliser around the base of roses and
other flowering shrubs
Fruit and vegetables

Finish winter-pruning fruit trees and soft fruits, including apples,
autumn raspberries and blackcurrants

Chit first-early potato tubers, such as 'Foremost', by standing
them in trays in a light, frost-free place

 Pour in the stock, season well and bring to the boil. Cover and
simmer for 20 mins until the vegetables are soft. Leave to cool
for a few mins, then blend with a hand blender or in your
blender until smooth.

 Return to the pan, pour in the cream and stir well. Taste and
season if necessary. Serve scattered with tasty crisp bacon
and eat with toasted or warm crusty bread on the side.

Prepare veg beds for sowing by weeding thoroughly, then cover
with a thick layer of garden compost

Feed fruit trees and bushes by sprinkling sulphate of potash
fertiliser around the base to encourage fruiting

Sow mustard and cress in a small seed tray on a warm
windowsill for pickings in just a few weeks

Put cloches or fleece over strawberry plants to start them into
growth and encourage an early crop

Hunt out overwintering snails huddled in empty pots and hidden
corners, to reduce populations

Plant rhubarb into enriched soil, or
lift and divide established clumps

Check if old seed packets are
worth keeping by sowing a few
seeds on damp kitchen paper, to
see if they germinate

Protect the blossom of outdoor
peaches, nectarines and
apricots with fleece, if frost is forecast

Plant bare-root fruit bushes, trees and canes, as long as the
ground isn't frozen

Inspect Mediterranean herbs for metallic green rosemary
beetles if they start to look nibbled and tatty
Greenhouse

Sow sweet peas in deep pots and keep them frost-free in a
greenhouse or on a sunny windowsill

Sow summer bedding and tender annuals, including cosmos,
lobelia, dahlias, nasturtiums and snapdragons

Pot on and pinch out
autumn-sown sweet peas to
encourage side shoots to form

Sow tender crops such as
tomatoes and chillies in a
heated propagator or on a
warm sunny windowsill

Plant dahlia tubers in trays to

Creamy Mushroom Soup
(BBC Good Food)
Ingredients - Serves 4
90g butter
2 medium onions, chopped
1 garlic clove, crushed
500g mushrooms, chopped
2 tbsp plain flour
1l hot chicken stock
1 bay leaf
4 tbsp single cream
small handful flat-leaf parsley, roughly chopped, to serve
(optional)
Method

 Heat the butter in a large saucepan and cook the onions and
garlic until soft but not browned, about 8-10 minutes.

 Add the mushrooms and cook over a high heat for another 3
minutes until softened. Sprinkle over the flour and stir to
combine. Pour in the chicken stock, bring the mixture to the
boil, then add the bay leaf and simmer for another 10 minutes.

 Remove and discard the bay leaf, then remove the mushroom
mixture from the heat and blitz using a hand blender or blendar
until smooth. Gently reheat the soup and stir through the
cream (or, you could freeze the soup at this stage – simply stir
through the cream when heating). Scatter over the parsley, if
you like, and serve.

It’s All About Soup
It’s February, it’s chilly out and we are in National Lockdown.
These short winter days can feel like spring is a long way off. So
what could be nicer to warm us up than a delicious bowl of
homemade soup with fresh seasonal vegetables.
These can be simple to make whether you have the use of a
saucepan and blender or if you have a soup maker. I have to say,
I love my soup maker, it’s like a big kettle for soup with a built in
blender. But before I had that, I used a hand blender - one with a
metal stem (I did melt a plastic one once).
The following pages have some recipe ideas, but let your
imagination run wild and experiment. Try some different
ingredients according to your preference. Add some cream for a
more luxurious, creamy texture. Season with some favourite
spices for a warming flavour (although steady with the quantities,
I have learned the hard way with excessive addition of chilli
powder!
Making soup does not need to be too complicated. It can be a
great way to use up your left over vegetables after a roast dinner.
Just add a vegetable or chicken stock, whizz it up with a blender
and you are good to go. If you are not following a recipe it’s wise
to be cautious with the quantity of liquid you are adding to begin
with, but after a bit of practice you tend to know how much you
need.
So here are a few seasonal recipes to try. Remember you can
often freeze leftover soup to heat up another day.

encourage shoots to develop, which you can then use as
cuttings

Monitor greenhouse temperatures with a max-min
thermometer
to ensure heaters are working efficiently

Start planting summer bulbs in pots indoors, including liatris,
begonias, gloxinias, lilies, eucomis and agapanthus

Cut off hippeastrum (amaryllis) flowerheads once they fade,
but leave the stalk to die down naturally

Hand-pollinate the blossom of peaches and nectarines in the
greenhouse using a soft paintbrush

Cut back overwintered fuchsias and increase the frequency of
watering to spur them into growth

Remove any faded or yellowing leaves from overwintering
plants to prevent fungal diseases

Wash greenhouse glazing inside and out to let in as much light
as possible

Puzzle Pages

Wordsearches - can you find the musical instruments listed
below? The words will be placed vertically, horizontally,
diagonally and forwards or backwords. There is one instrument
on the grid not listed below - can you find it?

Keeping the brain active is an important aspect of brain health.
Challenging mental activities stimulate the formation of new
nerve cells connections and may encourage new cell generation.
Try word searches, Sudoku puzzles, crafts and books to keep
your mind alert and ready for anything.
Find the answers to this Sudoku at the rear of the magazine. Are
there any other puzzles you would like to see in our newsletters/
magazines? Would you be interested in an online quiz with other
DAST members? Contact us on 01246 380415 and let us know.

Bagpipes

Cornet

Harmonica

Saxophone

Trombone

Banjo

Cymbals

Mandolin

Sitar

Trumpet

Bassoon

Double Bass

Oboe

Tambourine

Tuba

Cello

Flute

Piccolo

Timpani

Ukulele

Clarinet

Guitar

Recorder

Triangle

Xylophone

